683  **Hardware, weapons, household appliances**

Standard subdivisions are added for hardware, weapons, household appliances together, for hardware alone

Class here comprehensive works on manufacture of hardware and building supplies

*For a specific hardware or building supply product not provided for here, see the product, e.g., tools 621.9, paints 667.6*

.4 **Weapons**

Former heading: Small firearms

Class here nonlethal weapons, small firearms, gunsmithing; comprehensive works on engineering and manufacturing of weapons

*For military weapons, see 623.4; for comprehensive works on engineering and manufacturing of weaponry of prefirearm origin, see 623.441*

> 683.401–683.406 General topics of weapons and small firearms

Class comprehensive works in 683.4

.44 Electroshock weapons

 Including tasers

.45 Chemical weapons

 Including pepper spray, tear gas